City of Mishawaka
2021 State of the City Address

“A New Beginning”
Mayor David A. Wood
Introduction
This is the time every year when we pause, look back over the previous year and take measure of
the progress we have made and the issues we continue to face. Needless to say, this past year has
not been like most years. 2020 proved to be a challenging year for our City, State, and Country.
The COVID-19 pandemic impacted the entire world in a monumental way, and here in Mishawaka
it was no different. In most years, we try to keep pace with all the positive happenings in our
community and perform the usually routine activities of city government. In 2020, we had to
rethink everything we had been doing and implement plans for delivering essential government
services during an unprecedented pandemic. This is something the City hasn’t had to do at this
scale in over 100 years since the 1918 Influenza Pandemic. For perspective, in 1918 our City still
had many dirt streets, a flu vaccine had not even been invented yet, and our population was still
under 15,000 people.
It is hard to believe that during a global pandemic that we could also have a lot of other things to
report on, and thanks to our dedicated employees, we do. Like everything good that happens in the
Princess City, my reporting of the State of the City wouldn’t happen without a team effort. Once
again, I would like to thank Karl Kopec, Tim Brill, Brent Chupp, Ken Prince and our department
managers for their help in compiling all this valuable information.
So, what is the current state of our City? The overall state of our City hasn’t changed for decades,
even thru this pandemic, and I don’t get tired of repeating it… Mishawaka continues to be
fundamentally STRONG, GROWING, FINANCIALLY STABLE, and SAFE. We continue to
strive to be the most livable city in Northern Indiana. We are focused on growing Mishawaka in
an orderly fashion and having each and every resident and neighborhood sharing in our prosperity
and growth. I am pleased to report that for another year Mishawaka continues to build a community
that our future generations can be proud of; one that is not only an attractive place in which to live,
work, raise a family, and retire; but also to visit, shop, seek healthcare, and do business.
Every year I choose a theme for the State of the City, the theme I have chosen for this year is “A
New Beginning”. In this case, the COVID-19 pandemic represents a hurdle that we still need to
finish clearing, but I believe that in 2021, both as a country and our City, we will truly see new
beginnings.
Following my report on 2020, I will also share with you some of our future plans and opportunities,
and what this new beginning will look like for Mishawaka. I continue to believe that we should be
very optimistic about our future! We have challenges to be sure, but we will continue to meet those
challenges head-on to continue to ensure that we thrive as a city.
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Department Reports
Every year as part of the State of the City, I give my report based on topics broken down by
Department. Of course, 2020 is different in that the overwhelming impact of the COVID-19
pandemic touched every department and the City as a whole. As a result, I am summarizing the
impact and response of the City on the pandemic first.
COVID-19
Most of the challenges came from, or were exacerbated by, the impacts associated with the
COVID-19 pandemic. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC):
“Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is caused by a new coronavirus first identified in
Wuhan, China, in December 2019. Because it is a new virus, scientists are learning more
each day. Although most people who have COVID-19 have mild symptoms, COVID-19 can
also cause severe illness and even death. Some groups, including older adults and people
who have certain underlying medical conditions, are at increased risk of severe illness.”
As of February of 2021, the United States had close 28 million confirmed cases and over a half
million deaths due to this global pandemic. Over the same period, Indiana has had over 650,000
confirmed cases and close to 12,000 deaths. St. Joseph County has had over 400 deaths that
included some of our own Mishawaka extended family. For comparison, it has been estimated that
the 1918 Influenza Pandemic killed 50 million people worldwide. It killed approximately one out
of every 40 people in the world, compared to approximately 1 out of every 2,500 from COVID-19
so far. Those numbers make me very thankful for modern medicine and the preventative measures
that took place to save lives.
Last year, in early March of 2020, it was clear that the disease could not be reasonably controlled
in the United States without drastic preventative measures. This was in part dictated by fear
associated with the unknowns of this highly contagious and potentially deadly virus.
At that time, schools shut down and started to go virtual. People began hoarding basic essentials
like food and toilet paper. Federal, State, and County directives and guidance came down that at
times were unclear or in conflict with one another. Decisions were made as to what was an essential
business or activity. As a result, many businesses were temporarily shut down. Other essential
businesses had to significantly alter how they conducted business to stay open.
In our case, local government provides services that are clearly essential. Public safety is required
no matter what the crisis. Utilities such as water, wastewater, and electric became even more
valuable to those living in the City. To provide these services, all other City Departments still
needed to function to support their fellow departments and to be able to continue to respond to the
public. As a result, our City employees continued to come to work, despite the risks associated
with COVID-19.
In terms of actions undertaken by the City, when we started to receive direction at the State and
Federal level early in the pandemic, we actively engaged. City personnel attended and participated
in many meetings, including with the County Health Department, area hospitals, health care
providers, assisted living facilities, schools, and other community stakeholders. In addition to those
meetings, we received briefs from the White House, Center for Disease Control, the State of
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Indiana, our own Activate employee clinic, and our public safety departments. I also maintained
contact with mayors from surrounding cities.
I appointed Mishawaka Fire Department Asst. Chief Brian Thomas to serve as the City’s “Czar”
on collecting and filtering through all information being provided to be able to provide the best
guidance for the City. He and Chief Bryon Woodward kept up to date and reported on the everevolving conditions. We maintained a City COVID task force made up of key personnel within
the City. In the beginning, we met daily to monitor events, discuss relevant issues, establish
protocols and execute plans as conditions warranted. The task force helped work through issues
such as building/equipment needs, cleaning/disinfection, employee/public interaction, event
cancellations, human resources policies, and identifying emergency funding sources.
One thing I will tell
you for sure is that we
are blessed to have Dr.
Michelle Migliore and
the Activate Clinic. Dr.
Migliore participated
on our task force and
provided
vital
guidance. Activate is a
valued resource that
benefits our staff in
many
ways,
but
particularly in times
such as these. Not only
City Council Chambers, 2021. Reduced occupancy and socially distanced seating.
did the Activate clinic
continue to provide essential medical care to our employees, they also met the challenges
associated with the pandemic including developing drive thru testing for COVID where those
being tested did not need to leave their car. With relief funds, the City purchased a COVID rapid
testing machine which gives results within one hour. The clinic performed 545 tests on city
employees and family members in 2020. This testing allowed us to both better protect our
employees and insure we could continue to provide our citizens with essential services.
Lastly, in true Mishawaka form, where government’s purpose is truly to serve its citizens rather
than political ideology, the Mishawaka Common Council and City Clerk immediately offered to
assist in any way possible to help with the City’s response. To continue the City’s business,
uninterrupted, working with the City’s Information Technology Department, Council meetings
were held with a virtual option and were streamed live on Facebook.
With all these efforts, every department in the City remained open throughout the pandemic. In
March through early May of 2020, during State and Federal mandated closures on non-essential
businesses and schools, we stayed open. To make sure that we stayed in compliance with all safety
protocols, various buildings were open only to staff. Some of our departments rotated shifts to
ensure entire departments could not be shut down by a single outbreak. The Mishawaka Fire
Department established an operating procedure where protective protocols were in place for every
ambulance run, not just the ones where COVID probability existed. At City Hall, notices were
posted that required appointments for service. This afforded time for each City Department to
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prepare a COVID response plan and develop procedures and install precautionary measures to
insure, to the best of our ability, that essential City services could continue safely without
interruption.
COVID-19 Recovery
Even just a few months into the crisis, we knew the economic impacts would be significant. To
address the impacts of the crisis, I directed a multifaceted approach relative to our City’s recovery
and directed our City Planner Ken Prince to lead these initiatives.
The three steps the City undertook included:
1) Targeted Allocation of Federal Funding
The City was responsible for administering a special allocation of CDBG CARE funds
in the amount of $282,298. We allocated all of these funds to the City’s sub recipients
who provide a significant portion of the City’s social safety net. Although the City
could have allocated some of these funds to cover our administrative costs, we felt these
funds were better prioritized directly to services.
Our subrecipients included:






Real Services for food and utility assistance.
The Boys and Girls Club to address staffing costs associated with the
COVID 19 crisis.
The YWCA for administration costs, food supplies, protective equipment.
School City of Mishawaka for funding a portion of their food program and
for providing protective supplies.
The Mishawaka Food Pantry for food, supplies, and assistance.

2) Small Business Loan Program
The City worked with our consultants Barnes and Thornburg and Baker Tilly to
develop a small business loan program. An integral part of creating such a program was
identifying where the funding would come from. There was very little ability to
reprioritize dollars in the City’s general fund needed to run the City, particularly with
the projected revenue shortfalls associated with this crisis. The City’s Tax Increment
Finance District (TIF), by extending the start date of identified projects or doing a bond
issue, had the ability to provide a reprioritization of funding. Specifically, the City
refunded past/recent Twin Branch Park improvements, a sweeper purchase that is used
to clean the Riverwalk and moved TIF funds to CEDIT which ultimately funded the
loan program.
The specifics of the loan program were worked out quickly. The City also partnered
with Lake City Bank to administer the loan program. In general, the City’s intent was
to limit these loans to small businesses that were significantly impacted by the crisis.
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Following are the key characteristics that defined the program:




Small businesses were defined as those who have under 2 million dollars a
year in business.
The maximum amount of a loan was $10,000.
The loan did not require any repayment over the first six months, and then
would be repaid back at 0% interest over two years.

Ultimately, the loan program was only marginally successful in that only six businesses
applied and received loans for just under $60,000. We think that the limited interest in
the loans was in part due to other programs, particularly at the federal level, that
provided outright grants of money that did not require payback to help businesses deal
with the pandemic impacts.
3) Local Construction Stimulus
One of the impacts of the pandemic for the City of Mishawaka has been a decrease in
construction activity. Unfortunately, this decrease in activity goes well beyond our
borders. The pandemic has impacted construction activities across the country. In
Mishawaka, many of the private sector construction projects that had been planned to
begin in 2020 and 2021 that we were aware of have been delayed or have been
cancelled. Within our greater region, the University of Notre Dame has long been a
stabilizing influence in economic downturns and has been able to proceed with large
construction projects when others couldn’t. Within the last five years it is estimated
that Notre Dame invested roughly a billion dollars in its Campus Crossroads project.
In addition to that project reaching completion, the pandemic has hit Notre Dame,
school corporations, and other universities particularly hard financially. As a result, we
know of few large capital construction projects that are moving forward at this time.
We have also heard that other government entities have pulled back spending and are
holding projects given the uncertainties associated with the pandemic. As we discussed
in the summer of 2020 when the small business loan program was created, we felt that
the pandemic could have a negative long-term impact on construction trades because
of the compounding effect of this lack of spending on capital projects. We saw this
during the great recession where, based on market corrections, we lost many
homebuilders and as a result many tradespeople were forced to change professions,
retire, or move away from our region to find work.
As part of the recovery for Mishawaka, we are proposing a stimulus bond through the
City’s consolidated Tax Increment Financing District (TIF). We feel that keeping the
construction trades active will not only help them, but the activity will have a
significant compounding effect on our overall economy. The suppliers, local
restaurants, and service businesses will all see immediate and tangible benefits from
this activity.
We have had our consultants working diligently preparing construction plans since last
summer, and we are at a point where multiple projects have the potential to move
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forward. I look forward to working with the Council in the coming months to make this
bond issue happen.
Mayor’s Youth Advisory Council
I am hopeful not to spend too much time on the pandemic in next year’s State of the City report.
To me, the new beginning for our City starts with involving and preparing our future generations
for leadership. One of my initiatives continues to be to educate our youth about our City and show
them the value of their “hometown”. I want them to see what is available for their future in our
City and hope that they will return after college and continue to make Mishawaka their home. The
Mayor’s Youth Advisory Council is one way that my wife, Jaimi, and I give back to our City; by
empowering the youth of Mishawaka to have a voice and to address issues and concerns that affect
them directly, not only today, but for tomorrow as well.

Mayor’s Youth Council – 2020 Thanksgiving Food Drive

Even with the pandemic and sporadic meetings in 2020, the 2019-2020 Mayor’s Youth Advisory
Council (MYAC) is proud to have completed another successful year of community service, local
government studies, educational opportunities with area businesses and volunteer work around the
City. This year’s group consisted of 29 members.
In 2019, the Youth Council applied for a grant with the Indiana Housing and Community
Development Authority (IHCDA) known as the My Vision, My Community program which is a
youth planning partnership between the Indiana Housing and Community Development Authority
(IHCDA) and IUPUI School of Public and Environmental Affairs graduate program. The program,
in its sixth year, was developed with the belief that young people in Indiana should not have to
leave their hometowns in order to achieve their dreams. Previous participating groups have
developed community vision plans that laid the groundwork for student entrepreneurship
opportunities, community gardens, bike-share programs, farmer's markets, and other programs
students wanted to see brought to their hometown.
Well, this group thought “big” and came up with some great ideas but the one that they stuck with
was a Giant Outdoor Board Game Park. They began researching games and thinking about
locations to put the giant game boards and soon realized that this project was going to cost more
than their initial grant and the location at Ironworks Plaza in downtown would not be ready for
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several years. Two things they had to do was to raise additional funds for their project, and work
to find a new location.
In January of 2020, the group applied for an Excellence in Youth Leadership Award with the
Accelerate Indiana Municipalities Youth Council Network and in February, attended the workshop
with me at Franklin College where the award would be presented. Much to their delight, they won
the award, and this added another $5,000.00 that they could use for their project. I became so
impressed with the work that this group was doing, I asked the entire Youth Council to guide us
in helping to renovate an existing park: Hums Park. This park is located at 3100 Harrison Road
and one of the few parks heavily used by our teen population. Before renovation the park had
basketball, a football field, youth playground, sand volleyball pit and a small restroom facility. We
provided the Youth Council an empty canvas: a park with 6.77 acres and a budget of $150,000
plus their $10,000 to work with.
The Youth Council was divided into committees: Site Committee, Amenities Committee, Budget
Committee, Marketing Committee and lastly a Crowd-Funding Committee, in case they would
need to pursue additional funding for this project. The groups worked hard with different City of
Mishawaka Departments over the next few months deciding what equipment would go into the
park, how it would all fit together, and how much money they had to spend. Well, needless to say,
they hit it out of the park and we did a total redesign of the park.
The Youth Council wanted teen-oriented activities. To meet that need, cement cornhole boards, a
cement ping pong table, cement checkers/chess tables, and a gaga pit were added. Like many of
our parks, the park did not previously have a covered gathering space. To address this need, a new
pavilion was added. Knowing that these amenities needed to serve those of all age groups and
abilities, a handicapped accessible walking/bike path was placed around the entire park that
provided connections to each of the amenities.
Although walking connections to the park were essential, equally important was the widening and
resurfacing of the parking lot to meet the increased usage of the park from across the City. Existing
amenities were improved including the resurfacing of the basketball court and a new youth
playground to replace the out of date one for smaller children. The students also repainted the
existing restroom. Most uniquely, an outdoor Ninja Warrior Course; a first of its kind in our area
was ordered and installed by our talented Central Services Department.
Lastly, the Youth Council just completed a fundraising campaign for the Hammock Comfort
Station, and all of the funds raised ($7,500) were 100% matched by Patronicity. We are very
excited that what started in 2019 will come to fruition in 2021 with a ribbon cutting ceremony in
Spring!
Mishawaka Police Department
Mishawaka’s proactive approach to police work continues to keep the City of Mishawaka a safe
place to live. The constant patrols, painstaking detective work, active community involvement,
and attentive training are all fundamental strengths of the department. I continue to be thankful
every day for the outstanding work that is performed by the Mishawaka Police Department.
2020 was a trying year. In addition to the pandemic, the country faced civil unrest not seen in
generations. The death of George Floyd in Minneapolis and other incidents led to protests,
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marches, looting, and vandalism across the Country. Here in Mishawaka, we support everyone’s
right to peacefully protest, march, and exercise their first amendment freedoms. At the same time,
as we witnessed in other cities, what started out as peaceful can easily turn into violence, looting,
and rioting by those with a different agenda.
In Mishawaka, I am very proud of our police leadership for actively monitoring activities and
guiding our police forces involvement to allow these protests to occur with only minor incidents
of vandalism. In the summer, when protesters illegally occupied the Main Street Bridge looking
to cause disruption, our police quickly placed cones to direct traffic away from the protest. This
quick action prevented inherent conflict from happening that was clearly desired by the protestors.
This subtle action only received attention because a driver decided to drive thru the cones.
I am sometimes approached by our citizens who ask why Mishawaka is not in the news very often.
One of the big reasons is how great of a job our Police Department does at preventing conflicts
and keeping the peace.
The Crime Rate Significantly Dropped in 2020
There is no service provided by local government more vital than public safety. As Mayor, one of
the accomplishments that I am most proud of is the fact that overall crime reporting numbers have
decreased in 9 of my 11 years as Mayor. Since taking office in 2010, every year except 2016 and
2018 has had a decrease in the overall crime rate. That being said, a lot of the changes in our
statistics in 2020 were driven by the impact of the pandemic, both positive and negative.
Mishawaka’s crime rate relative to our population is driven in part by the constant influx of daily
visitors to the largest retail shopping area in the region. When the pandemic hit, one of the impacts
was a significant decrease in crimes like shoplifting, simply because many stores were no longer
open. Then as the pandemic went on, there was also a change in people’s behavior as they became
penned up and stir-crazy. Overall, in 2020 the crime rate in the City of Mishawaka fell by a
whopping 20%. The largest decreases occurred in robberies and assaults.
Crime Report Statistics – Mishawaka (2019 vs 2020)
2019
2020
Change
Percent
Homicide
0
6
+6
600%
Rape
19
22
+3
6%
Robbery
40
27
-13
-48%
Assault
975
628
-347
-55%
Burglary
210
186
-24
-13%
Larceny / Theft
1671
1512
-159
-11%
Auto Theft
235
248
+13
6%
Arson
16
8
-8
-2%
Totals
3166
2637
-529
-20%

Unfortunately, the negative is that the City experienced six homicides in 2020 which is our highest
single year since I have been Mayor. It is not uncommon for Mishawaka to have zero homicides
any in a given year. Based on the investigations on the six homicides that did occur, we know that
they were not random, and most involved people that did not actually reside in the City.
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We are not alone. Based on FBI statistics, homicides were up across the country by 21% in 2020.
This is the largest one year rise since 1968 when there was a 12.7 percent increase.
Police in the Community
In reporting on crime rather than police activity as a whole, we can get too caught up in the
negative. In contrast, I want to continue to emphasize the incredible amount of community support
given and received by the Mishawaka Police Department every year. Our officers specifically
work to engage and be an active part of the community. In 2020 our officers did everything from
shoveling snow for an elderly woman to rescuing ducklings from a storm drain. These stories don’t
make local headlines but continue to be why our community has trust and respect for the
Mishawaka Police Department.

(l) Officer Holt going above and beyond, helping an elderly woman shovel her driveway.
(r) Officers Emma Gaipa and Rachel Wright were dispatched to a welfare check of a vehicle stopped along
the roadway. The driver of the vehicle had stopped after noticing that several baby ducks were trapped
in a storm drain. After a combined effort by citizen, police and fire, all the ducklings were returned
safely to their mother waiting anxiously nearby.

Moving Forward
As we move forward, I am confident in the abilities of the Mishawaka Police Department. The
reason we have consistently low and stable crime rates is that our police department has always
had a plain, old-fashioned hard work ethic. Mishawaka is strong because the men and women of
the Mishawaka Police Department keep her safe.
Mishawaka Fire Department
There is no question that this year had profound impacts and put a strain on the Mishawaka Fire
Department unlike any other in our lifetimes. The pandemic forced significant changes to the
department’s daily operations and routines. New policies were created regarding social distancing,
face coverings, and personal protective equipment on calls. Visitor restrictions were put in place
for our fire stations, and we cancelled all public interactions including the public education classes.
Restrictions were placed on travel and training. The department battled through multiple
quarantines and positive COVID cases, but much to the credit of the men and women of the fire
department emergency operations were never impacted.
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In 2020, the Mishawaka Fire Department responded 8,269 to calls for service which was down 61
calls from 2019. This is an anomaly and we expect another increase in calls in 2021. The 2020
decrease was due primarily to the impact of the pandemic. With the quarantine there were months
where there was much less traffic on the roadway. This resulted in less frequent car crashes which
in part drives our service call volumes. Also, the threat of the coronavirus made people not want
to call for assistance and engage with the medical system for care. This meant that when people
did call for assistance, they very often were more severely ill or in need of critical care. One of the
frequently untold facts of the pandemic is the increase in deaths associated with those not seeking
medical care to avoid catching COVID-19.
The greatest number of calls for service from the Fire
Department continues to overwhelmingly be for
emergency medical care. Our ambulances and fire trucks
responded to 6,259 calls for EMS services. In 2020, the
City received 199 calls for service that involved fires. The
remaining 1,811 calls included requests by the public
involving investigations, gas leaks, citizen assists, and a
variety of other types of responses. Due to the pandemic
and the economic toll it placed on citizens, our collections
were down slightly for ambulance billing. In 2020, the
City collected $1,436,317.28 for services provided, which
covers only a small fraction of the costs required to run
the department.

Fire Department Calls for Service
Year
Calls
Yearly Change
2020
8,269
-61
2019
8,330
+321
2018
8,009
+577
2017
7,432
+231
2016
7,201
+486
2015
6,715
+362
2014
6,353
-72
2013
6,425
---

Fire Prevention
The Mishawaka Fire Prevention Bureau is responsible for inspecting buildings, new and old, to
ensure the safe occupancy of the people who work in and visit them. In 2020, the Fire Prevention
Bureau performed over 948 fire inspections of buildings in the City. Our Fire Marshals work
closely with the Mishawaka Building Department by reviewing all design drawings for new
construction, building additions, and remodels within the City to make sure all fire and building
codes are met. Fire Investigators from the Bureau were called out 40 times to investigate
commercial, residential, apartment and vehicle fires in 2020. All fire scenes are fully documented,
photographed, and a written report is completed as to the cause and origin. Any fire that is
considered suspicious in nature will be jointly investigated with the Mishawaka Police Department
Detective Division.
Training
Our Fire Department lives by the mantra “You can never know enough for a job that can kill you”.
Even during a pandemic, the Mishawaka Fire Department Training Division continued to strive
for improvement in 2020. The men and women of the department spent over 26,044 hours in the
classroom and on the training grounds this last year. The City also took our long-standing, common
goal for each firefighter to survive the shift and return home to his or her family to a higher level
with additional training in cancer prevention, PTSD, and suicide prevention.
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Department Equipment
As our current fleet of apparatuses ages, the City needs to continue to be vigilant in maintaining
and replacing our trucks in the most cost-effective manner. In 2020, the City took delivery of two
new ambulances, the first was in January. This ambulance was a remount of our old Medic 1 onto
a new 2020 Freightliner Type 1 Medium Duty chassis.
The second new ambulance, Medic 5, we
introduced into our fleet in March. It is a
Demers Ambulances Ford 450 Type 1, and
its main function is to run as a reserve
ambulance that is placed into service during
times of overwhelming demand. Several
times during the pandemic this new
ambulance was placed into service as a
New Medic #5 Ambulance placed in service in 2020
fourth ambulance to assist with peak call
volumes. Medic 4 was sent in for the same remount treatment as Medic 1 in September and we
anticipate its return by the end of February 2021. Once it arrives, our ambulance fleet will have
been completely replaced over the last four years. I am pleased to report that our fleet of
ambulances has been revamped to meet the challenges and demand for the foreseeable future.
Involvement in Our Community
Our Mishawaka Fire Department also continues to perform, at no extra cost to the citizens, many
hours of public service and education. Some of the many examples of additional public services
provided are fire extinguisher training and demonstrations, car seat inspections and installations,
Survive Alive, Little Red, and MDA Fill the Boot. On Veterans Day, firefighters place flags on
the grave sites of our military veterans. The department’s charitable causes include adopting needy
families with children to ensure they have a joyful Christmas. The department also hosts a golf
outing that awards two $1000 scholarships to local students. Lastly, the department does a couple
of t-shirt fundraisers to raise money and awareness for our veterans and breast cancer. The
members of the Mishawaka Fire Department performed thousands of man-hours dedicated to
public service to its community in 2020, interacting with close to 1,510 adults and children in
person and countless more virtually.
Saving Lives
Every year I always like to choose an example of how our first responders go above and beyond
their call of duty. This year I want to highlight the actions of firefighter Jason Stauffacher.
Firefighter Stauffacher was off duty driving and responded to a working structure fire he was only
a few blocks away from. Upon his arrival Firefighter Stauffacher and members of St. Joseph
County Police were told there was an elderly woman trapped in the home. Firefighter Stauffacher
and a member of the St. Joseph County Police Department, with no personal protective equipment,
quickly entered the home and located the woman in her bedroom. A second officer then entered to
assist with the successful removal of the victim to safety and EMS personnel who were arriving
on scene.
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In November, Firefighter Jason Stauffacher received the Hero’s Award from Michiana Homes for
Heroes for his actions in March of 2020. Not only is this award well deserved, the actions of
Firefighter Stauffacher, being off duty, and yet jumping into harm’s way to save a life is heroic
and is exemplary. This may be a special circumstance, but I also feel that it is indicative of the
everyday duty and commitment provided by our public safety department personnel. I couldn’t be
prouder of Firefighter Stauffacher and sleep better at night knowing that he and the other members
of the Mishawaka Fire Department are on duty.
ISO Rating
For several months in 2019 our Mishawaka Fire Department underwent a review with the
Insurance Services Office (ISO) and had completed its Public Protection Classification evaluation.
In February 2020 we were proud to announce that the Mishawaka Fire Department was reclassified
as a Class 2 department! This is up from a Class 3 after our last review in 2012. The City of
Mishawaka and the Mishawaka Fire Department is one of only 27 communities in the entire state
of Indiana with an ISO Classification of 2. This also puts Mishawaka in the top 2% of all fire
departments in the United States for ISO rating out of over 47,500 evaluated. This rating
improvement is an acknowledgement of the Mishawaka Fire Department and their never-ending
desire to continuously improve and provide the best service possible to our citizens at all times.
City Finances
How a city manages its finances is very simply the most significant difference between cities that
are thriving and those that are struggling. To thrive as a city requires that we have adequate funding
and that tax money is managed wisely. In 2020, Mishawaka passed another balanced budget for
2021 that provides investment in public safety, streets, and parks, while including well deserved
cost of living raises for our employees. Budgets are about making choices and setting priorities.
Mishawaka’s success continues to be based on being fiscally conservative and not incurring longterm legacy costs that could jeopardize our stability in times of uncertainty, just like what we are
now experiencing with the COVID-19 pandemic. Our strong financial management is in large part
due to the ongoing efforts of our Controller, Rebecca Miller and her staff.
Property Tax Caps
In 2020, despite the pandemic, we continued to build cash balances to weather the fiscal cliff that
was fully implemented in 2020 when property tax caps were lowered from 1.5% / 2.5% / 3.5% to
1% / 2% / 3%.
Finding revenue and/or cutting expenses from our budget continues to be a challenge. Shifting
expenses to non-property tax funds and conservative budgeting are just a couple strategies we
continue to employ to mitigate the losses.
As a whole, the City continues to strive to keep budgets flat and payroll costs reasonable. We
review health insurance plans annually for savings and cost reductions. We continue to engage the
Common Council in the budget process and stay up-to-date on any legislative changes that would
affect our fiscal health.
As I indicate in this report on a yearly basis, as costs and debt grow for all taxing entities who are
sharing out of the same capped percentage of revenue, and assessed valuation doesn’t keep pace,
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these circuit breaker losses will be ever increasing. The current financial model for funding local
government in St. Joseph County continues to be in need of serious repair.
As expected, in 2020, our circuit breaker losses were at their highest at $7.7 million, an increase
of $1.9 million over 2019. The pandemic has also brought a new set of obstacles in local
government revenue that involves income tax. Our capital projects and public safety funds rely on
income tax to support these funds. When people are out of work the City sees corresponding
reductions in this revenue. In 2020, our financial consultants estimated that these reductions from
the pandemic are expected to impact the City in 2022 and 2023.
While the pandemic created many challenges for local government there was also a silver lining.
Hiring and certain spending was slowed. The City also received $1.6 million from the State for
relief. These unexpected budget items helped increase our General fund balance. This increase will
be used to offset our expected income tax losses in the next few years. In 2020, even with this
fiscal cliff loss of $7.7 million due to property tax caps in 2020, we were able to increase the
General Fund’s balance by $2.3 million.
2017
$6,392,197
2017
$1.999
+.07%
2017
$1,391,035,674
+3.68%
2017
$50,545,983
-4.5%
2018
1.0% + $500

General Fund Balance
2018
2019
$9,851,063
$13,715,625
Tax Rate History
2018
2019
$2.0516
$2.0701
+.026%
+.009%
Assessed Value History
2018
2019
$1,409,003,003
$1,443,063,119
+1.30%
+2.4%
Budget Book Totals – Civil City
2018
2019
$52,847,785
$55,749,918
+4.5%
+5.5%
Wage Increases – Civilians
2019
2020
1.5% + $500
3.0%

2020
$16,060,792
2020
$2.0226
+.023%
2020
$1,528,602,972
+5.9%
2020
$56,284,765
+1%
2021
1.5% + $500

For seven years we have partnered with Baker Tilly consultants to prepare a long-term analysis of
future revenue and the effects of the fiscal cliff to assist us in our budgeting process. Now, our
long-term analysis also includes the reduction of income tax associated with the pandemic, as well
as the on-going dark store tax appeals.
Employee Raises
Despite the pandemic and the continued circuit breaker impacts, the City continued to give raises
and maintain benefits recognizing that our employees are the life blood of the City. During my
tenure as Mayor, the City has continually provided an annual cost of living increase for our
employees. In 2020 for 2021, the City provided a 1.5% + $500 per year increase for all civilian
employees. Firefighters and police received a 2.25% base increase from the Common Council who
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determines annual compensation for public safety employees. Each year we analyze the City
budget closely to determine what can be afforded.
Employee Healthcare Costs
The City’s self-funded health plan finished 2020 $2.3 million under budget. We believe this is at
least partially due to the many proactive initiatives that have been taken to help employees improve
their health and health care choices. Also, with the employee clinic at 87% utilization, the City has
realized savings through early detection and cost-effective management of chronic conditions. As
time goes on, the City will continue to seek innovative ways to lower employee health care costs
while improving access to high quality medical care.
Assessed Valuation
As I have reported in past years, in 2007 the assessed valuation of the City reached a peak of $1.75
billion. Since then, following the Great Recession, the Princess City has weathered an overall
lower assessed valuation. The City continues to work with the Penn Township Assessor to analyze
and make recommendations on realistic updates to processes that we believe will help provide
more accurate, fair, and consistent valuations. I am pleased to report that the assessed valuation
increased again for the fourth consecutive year in 2020 by more than 85 million dollars. We were
pleased in that this increase is more commensurate to our significant construction activity and
increasing home values than the smaller increases that occurred in the three previous years.
City Clerk and Common Council – The Legislative Business of the City
Building a better community involves all aspects of City government. Beyond their legislative
duties, the City Clerk and Common Council are vitally important to the business of the City and
routinely are the point of contact with our citizens, serving as both advocates and sources of
knowledge.
Legislative Business
During 2020 the City Clerk Block’s Office and Mishawaka Common Council handled the
legislative business of the City which included 26 resolutions, 49 ordinances, five annexations,
three alley/street vacations, and two resolutions honoring schools or individuals.
Public Access During A Pandemic
The COVID-19 pandemic posed many challenges to the City, one of the largest impacts was how
we had to change to conduct public meetings. I would like to thank Clerk Block and Council
President Gregg Hixenbaugh for working creatively to continue to hold meetings with a virtual
option in addition to reducing in-person capacity in our Council Chambers, all while adhering to
CDC guidelines. The pandemic did not stop Mishawaka from continuing the business of
government. This allowed our citizens and businesses to move forward with projects or financing
that otherwise may not have been possible.
I also want to thank and acknowledge the great work performed by our City of Mishawaka
Information Technology Staff led by Patrick Stokes for making not only City Council meetings
virtually accessible, but also many of our Boards and Commissions, as well as informational
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meetings virtually accessible as well. This online accessibility, combined with people being home
because of the pandemic, has actually increased the number of people who are watching and
participating in our public meetings.
Although we may at some point change our virtual participation access and require more in-person
presentations and communication for better clarity and content, as a City, we still will use what we
have learned during the pandemic to provide more accessibility for viewing. We also want to
continue to thank Nicholas Ramirez, Jr., the Coordinator for Michiana Access TV/WNIT
Facebook page, for making our Council meetings available on those formats.
Government Is Here to Serve
As I have said on many occasions, but bears repeating here, I believe that one of the reasons that
Mishawaka stands apart from most other communities (or other levels of government for that
matter) is the quality of our elected officials. Mishawaka elected officials have historically, with
few exceptions, placed the best interests of the City above their own interests or party politics. I
think this cooperation is a direct reflection of the community we represent and the wisdom of the
voters who put us in office. In that regard, I would like to thank the Common Council and Clerk
Block for your continued dedicated service to the City.
Although we are living in a deeply partisan and divided country, where there is almost an even
number of Democrats and Republicans, very little seems to get done in a bipartisan fashion. I take
solace in the fact that our local City government, also with an almost equal number of democrats
and republicans, approaches our service to our citizens in a bipartisan way. For my part, I will
continue to do what I can as Mayor to make sure my administration openly works and
communicates with the Council in 2021 and beyond.
Central Services
One outward representation of the health of a community is how it cares for streets and other public
property. When I am traveling throughout the state, I always make a point to review the condition
and appearance of other cities. Like all cities, Mishawaka is limited by a very fixed number of
resources, and unlike the new edge cities around Indianapolis, our City infrastructure dates back
to 1833. In my travels I always believe that Mishawaka compares favorably to every other city
that I visit. This is due to the dedicated employees of our City’s Central Services Department.
It is the responsibility of the Central Services Department to maintain all green areas of city-owned
properties, consisting of nearly 700 acres. They maintain 330 lane miles of roadway. During the
winter months, in addition to the streets, they remove nearly 19 miles of snow on all city-owned
sidewalks. These areas include the Riverwalk, all City owned lots, utility business office, City
Hall, sidewalks on all bridges and all other walkways adjacent to city-owned property. It is also
the responsibility of the Central Services Facilities Maintenance Department to service and
maintain over 300,000 square feet of city-owned buildings.
Some notable statistics on the work performed by our Central Services Department include:


Street Sweeping: The City sweeps streets nine months out of the year. A complete cycle
is made throughout the city every nine to eleven days, and in 2020 we removed 4,076
cubic yards of dirt and debris from City streets.
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Leaf Pick-Up: Differentiating ourselves from other local communities, and depending
on how soon snow arrives, the City offers pick-up opportunities up to seven times over
the course of the year. During the 2020 season, we removed 8,775 cubic yards of leaves
from residential neighborhoods.

Doing More Year After Year
The Mishawaka Traffic Department completed 1,405 tasks in 2020. These tasks consisted of sign
repairs, new installations, inspections, field data collection and manufacturing signs. The Traffic
Department is also responsible for the pavement markings applied to road surfaces.
Our Central Services Department also routinely performs a variety of construction tasks that saves
the City money and makes great use of the talented people in the Department.
In 2020 the department worked on the following projects:





Hums Park – Installation of Ninja Warrior Course and the smaller youth playground
Twin Branch Park – Demolition of old rest room and softball field, installation of site
amenities including pouring concrete slabs, prepping area for new pavilion and
preparing finished grade for the areas of construction.
Bendix Park – Clearing of wooded areas along the north and south banks of the pond
to provide better access for the public.

Fleet Maintenance
To provide services requires the City to have a fleet of vehicles and equipment that needs to be
maintained. The Fleet Maintenance Division is responsible for the maintenance, repair and fueling
of all City of Mishawaka and Mishawaka Utilities vehicles. These services range from oil changes
to engine rebuilds. In 2020, Fleet Maintenance recorded 970 repairs at a cost of $281,042.56. The
City of Mishawaka also used 186,222 gallons of unleaded gas and 84,239 gallons of diesel fuel at
total cost of $367,218.
Building and Development Activity
The City of Mishawaka continued to grow in 2020, although at a slower pace. The City issued
permits with a total estimated construction cost of 61 million dollars. This is significantly less than
the 79.7 million dollars in 2019. In comparison, our largest construction year this past decade
occurred in 2018 with a total estimated construction cost of 158 million dollars.
In 2020, permits were issued for 65 new single-family homes, up from the 58 new single-family
home permits that were issued in 2019. As indicated in previous reports, this is still significantly
lower than the number of single-family home starts that occurred prior to 2007. Our continued
modest residential growth is still significant. This single-family home growth, combined with the
continued growth of multiple family housing that has grown significantly over the past decade,
contributes to a healthy and diverse housing market in the City.
Continued Commercial Growth
In 2020, commercial permits were issued with an estimated construction cost of 40.7 million
dollars. This is much less than the 62.7 million dollars of commercial permits issued in 2019. This
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is also below our 10-year average for City growth as a whole. Although this number can fluctuate
significantly from year-to-year based on the timing of when permits are pulled for a few large
projects, 2020 was unique in that no large projects were started. By the numbers, nine new
commercial building permits were pulled for new freestanding buildings in 2020 which is identical
to the nine started in 2019.
The difference between years is based on the size of the projects started. The two largest permits
pulled in 2020 were both remodels that occurred within existing buildings. The single largest
permit was for the Dental Alliance at 112 Ironworks Avenue with an estimated remodel
construction cost of 3.8 million dollars. Another large remodel project for 2020 included the St.
Joseph Regional Medical Center that had an estimated construction cost of 3.6 million dollars. By
comparison, the two largest commercial construction permits issued in 2019 were both for new
buildings which had a combined estimated construction value of close to 30 million dollars.
Despite the pandemic, the City saw some significant projects come to life in 2020 including a new
athletic training facility at Bethel University. Raising Cane’s and Mission BBQ were two new
restaurants that were constructed on Main Street in 2020. The Adventureplex entertainment facility
was constructed next to Movies 14 off of Edison Road. The Murphy-Rice Law Office added
diversity to our downtown redevelopment efforts.

Raising Cane’s and Mission BBQ – N. Main St.

Murphy‐Rice Law Office ‐ Downtown

Construction Activity Analysis
As a City, Mishawaka continues to benefit from our geographic location being centered in the
region. The City has promoted development with long-term strategic decision making such as the
continued investments made downtown, the extension of infrastructure to the Exit 83 interchange
of the Indiana Toll Road, and the creation of a medical hub with the relocation of the St. Joseph
Regional Medical Center, the construction of the VA Clinic, and the Beacon Health System
expansion on Beacon Parkway.
From 2013 to 2018 the City experienced five straight years of double-digit percentage growth. In
2019, the 79.7 million total estimated construction cost fell back to a level consistent with growth
levels seen in 2014 and 2015, which was also consistent with the City’s 10-year average. In 2020,
the 61-million-dollar total estimated construction cost is roughly 28% below our 10-year average.
This drop in construction can at least be partly attributed to the impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic. Similar to national trends during the pandemic, our residential construction activity
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remained steady with residential remodels increasing slightly. This is due to many workers being
home and undertaking projects based on time and/or need associated with working from home. At
the same time, commercial businesses struggled and worked to stay open and provide services
while protecting employees and customers. The greatest challenge fell upon service and
commercial businesses and restaurants. In 2020, commercial remodels dropped by almost 50%
compared to 2019 permit activity.
Despite the downturn in Mishawaka’s construction numbers in 2020, the long-term forecast
remains promising. As vaccinations occur and activities can be opened up without the social
distancing and restrictions imposed by the pandemic, companies will reassess long term goals and
expansion plans. Although numerous businesses have closed or have been left with less financial
capacity, other sectors have grown and have seen record profits. Industry analysts estimate that
many consumer behaviors have likely permanently changed as a result of the pandemic. In
Mishawaka, we have seen many businesses make changes on the fly to deal with more drive
through, curb side pickup, and delivery services as part of normal operations. In 2021 and beyond
there will be a demand for reinvestment and growth as various entities will look again to make
strategic investments.
With the pandemic still affecting the economy, activity is expected to be slow at the start of 2021
and will likely pick up toward the end of the year. Knowing that there is both hardship and penned
up demand in our market, we think it is reasonable to expect an average year of construction in
2021. The City’s planned stimulus bond issue should help insure a minimum level of construction
in 2022.
Downtown Development
We are seeing the benefits of our hard work regarding the redevelopment of our historic downtown.
Mishawaka continues to reinvest in the cultural heart of our City including promoting our greatest
natural resource, the St. Joseph River.
Mill at Ironworks Plaza
It has been over five years since the State of Indiana proposed an initiative to help thwart the ongoing brain drain occurring in the State of Indiana. Specifically, the trend has been that a
disproportionate number of Indiana’s college graduates end up leaving the state to find work or
pursue a career in cities such as Chicago and other large metropolitan areas. These young
professionals had been leaving not just to find work matching their education, they were leaving
seeking a specific quality of life. An outcome of this initiative was that Indianapolis based
developer Flaherty and Collins received close to five million dollars of Regional City funds to
construct the Mill at Ironworks Plaza. This mixed-use development with lower level commercial
and higher end residential apartments features high quality amenities and common areas intended
to attract a broad range of tenants, including the desired young professionals.
The building started leasing in late 2019. In 2020, the building continued to lease up well even
during the pandemic. At the end of 2020, the residential units in the building were 90% occupied.
Flaherty and Collins who owns many projects like these over multiple states indicated that this
project in Mishawaka was one of their best performers during the pandemic. We heard multiple
stories of those that were forced to work from home during the pandemic and chose to leave
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metropolitan areas like Chicago for Mishawaka because of the availability of this type of new
urban housing. We have been told by the developer that once the pandemic restrictions are lifted,
they are close to signing restaurants for the end caps that will join the Kalon Salon and Jack’s
Donuts as commercial tenants.
More Downtown Development on the Way!
In the last year, the City also continued development agreements with multiple developers
interested in constructing significant projects downtown, most which were delayed in starting due
to the pandemic.
Front Street Opportunity Fund LLC
As reported last year, in 2018 the City Redevelopment Commission approved a development
agreement with Front Street Opportunity Fund LLC. This is for the development of a mixed use
commercial and residential building located on the block bordered by Front Street, First Street,
Hill Street, and Spring Street (between Mill Street and Jesus restaurant). We are excited about the
potential project that will bring additional residential units and commercial storefront space to
downtown Mishawaka. In 2019, at the request of the City, the developer worked on a modified
design to allow for the widening of Hill Street. Although the project was supposed to break ground
in 2020, it was delayed in part because of the uncertainties associated with the pandemic. Based
on recent discussions with the development group, we expect that a revised development
agreement will be presented to the Redevelopment Commission in early 2021, and that
construction will start on the project later in 2021.
Barak Group Boutique Hotel
In 2018, the City continued a development agreement with the Barak Group concerning their
interest to build a boutique hotel on the island property north of the city Police Station that used to
house the former Uniroyal Power Plant and coal yard. Unfortunately, the pandemic dealt a
crushing blow to the hospitality industry as a whole. In 2020, the developer continued to work on
refining plans and negotiated with Hyatt regarding a change in branding for the hotel. In January
of 2021, the City Redevelopment Commission and the Barak group modified our previous
agreement to provide the developer more time to complete the project. We now expect that
construction will start in 2022.
Riverwalk Apartments
The principals involved in the Riverwalk Apartment project met with the staff in 2020 and have
indicated that they would still like to proceed with a reconceived project in 2021 despite being
delayed in part due to the pandemic. When we last spoke, the developer desired to change the
intended use from apartments to a condominium project. They believe that condominiums will be
most successful in meeting current market demands. This project is located on a triangular shaped
property south of Mishawaka Avenue, just west of where Sarah Street ends on the north side of
the river. We expect that a new development agreement will be submitted in 2021 that would allow
for the change in use and update project timelines.
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Parks and Recreation
The pandemic posed significant challenges to our Parks Department in 2020. One of the main
missions of the Department is to provide events and activities that bring people together, exactly
opposite of the direction we received from medical professionals to keep social distance from one
another. I am very appreciative of our Park Superintendent Phil Blasko and his creative staff.
Despite the limitations imposed by the pandemic, the Mishawaka Parks Department took on the
challenges and continually found ways to engage with community through programming, events,
and enrichment. We are also very thankful for the trust our residents put in us this year in keeping
their safety in mind when offered opportunities to enjoy everything the Parks Department had to
offer.
Pandemic Activities
Our activities looked a little different in 2020. Our annual Easter Egg Hunt became a virtual egg
hunt. People were asked to submit their child’s Easter decorations. The top 15 decorations were
selected to win prize baskets. Our annual fall event became a virtual Pumpkin Carving Contest.
Winners won bags of candy from the Parks Department. Finally, instead of our traditional
Winterfest, we did a free stocking hand out where 200 kids participated. Over the year, the Parks
Department offered different virtual activities including fitness challenges, cooking classes, and
jokes. In the summer the department focused on free community activities. To encourage an
activity that spread people out, a “Story Walk” was introduced that traveled between Central Park,
Merrifield Park, and Mary Gibbard Park. A children’s book was set up page by page on yard signs
so people could walk and enjoy the story. The community loved the program, and it will be back
in 2021. I also want to thank the Mishawaka Penn Harris Public Library for partnering with the
City to bring this program to life.
Mishawaka Farmers Market
In the Summer of 2020, the Mishawaka Farmers Market moved to its new home at the Ironworks
Plaza. Despite the pandemic, the change in location led to increased attendance by vendors and the
community. The market ran for 15 weeks on Sundays from 11 am – 3 pm. We started with 20
vendors and ended our season with 40 rotating vendors. The Farmers Market is quickly growing
into a Mishawaka staple. As of February of 2021, we already had over 40 confirmed season
vendors.
Continued Investment in Parks
In Mishawaka, we are constantly reinvesting in our park system. Parks have a direct impact on the
quality of life of our citizens and reinvestment will continue to be a priority of my administration.
In 2020 the City celebrated ribbon cuttings at three locations: Twin Branch Park, the Ball Band
Biergarten, and Veterans Plaza.
Twin Branch Park
The culmination of over four years of planning and investment, the master plan vision for Twin
Branch Park was fully implemented in 2020. The 2020 Twin Branch Park improvements consisted
of ping pong tables, cornhole boards, and the first permanent Pickleball courts in the city; as well
as an upgrade to the basketball court, two new pavilions, and a new precast concrete restroom that
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has become our new standard for neighborhood parks. I am pleased to report that we were
rewarded immediately by having record breaking participation in our fall youth soccer program
that takes place at Twin Branch Park.

Twin Branch Park Pickleball courts

Ball-Band Biergarten
In 2020, the City completed two phases of the construction of Ironworks Plaza that included the
Picnic Area/Beer Garden/Picnic Space that has now been branded as the “Ball-Band Biergarten”.
The Biergarten was named to honor the former industry that existed on this site that employed
many thousands of people and was a pillar of our community for almost a century. Ball-Band
brought many of our Mishawaka families to this area, including many immigrants.
Functionally, this space was added because we felt that eating and drinking outside in an urban
park was a critical component of our ongoing park improvements. Serving liquor requires the area
to be separated from the other areas during events, but on a year-round basis this area is open to
the public to be used for picnics and seating. The overhead lighting and the architectural theme of
the building includes glass, steel, and wood with stone accents. The Biergarten replaced the
temporary asphalt area with picnic tables that the City constructed after the completion of the
original park more than a fifteen years ago.
With the pandemic, our scheduled
opening was moved from
Memorial Day to the Fourth of
July weekend. Our opening event
honored and celebrated the life of
former Mayor Bob Beutter who
passed away in January of 2020.
May, Bob’s wife, indicated that
one of the first public events they
held was having a root beer social,
and we continued that tradition in
Bob’s memory.
One of the benefits of having the
space in 2020 was that it provided
a gathering spot where people
Ball‐Band Biergarten – Summer, 2020
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could meet outside with social distancing in compliance with pandemic orders and CDC
guidelines.
Another part of our 2020 construction project
included the entrance to the future Ironworks
Plaza event area. The City was able to install
our latest art in public places project. The
stainless-steel salmon sculptures are the
creation of local artist Steve L. Depositar, Sr.
The sculpture was named by the artist, Mors
magnus Piscium, which is Latin for” Big Steel
Fish”. This marvelous creation is another
point of interest that adds to the visual
transformation of this former industrial site
while keeping with the established modern
urban theme of Robert C. Beutter River Park.

Ironworks Plaza – Mors magnus Piscum Sculpture
Summer, 2020

The one-of-a-kind Ball Band Biergarten also allowed our Parks Department to engage in new
ways. Thanks to community partnerships, we were able to provide COVID-compliant activities
for people to enjoy. We hosted Happier Hours on Friday and Saturday evenings, the 1K Café on
Monday mornings, concerts on Wednesday evenings, and Food Truck Fridays.

Ball‐Band Biergarten

Battell Park – Veterans Plaza
In 2020 the City was able to fully complete and dedicate Veterans Plaza at Battell Park. Although
the long-term the plan is to build a memorial walkway, funding limitations narrowed the scope of
this project to just the monument restoration and creation of the plaza. The project included
relocating and restoring the Civil War Monument and creating a gathering place with a flag array
honoring each branch of the military.
The project started in the spring of 2019 and was substantially complete by Veterans Day 2019,
with the exception of the monument. The estimated restoration time for the monument was
approximately a year and our plan had always been to rededicate the monument and plaza as part
of our Memorial Day parade in 2020. However, because of the pandemic, the Memorial Day
parade was cancelled. We were still able to rededicate the monument on Memorial Day thanks to
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a small group of dedicated veterans. This project fit perfectly into our most historic park and allows
us to pay tribute to the great history of veterans in our community.

Veterans Plaza at Battell Park ‐ 2020

Wi-Fi in the Parks – School City of Mishawaka Partnership
Through a collaboration between the School City of Mishawaka and the Parks Department, we
were pleased to announce in 2020 the award of $191,500 by the United States Department of
Education to target internet connectivity deserts in our Mishawaka community that negatively
impact children who are learning remotely. This grant will be used to provide public Wi-Fi in
Mishawaka Parks and Comcast Internet Essentials for families who qualify.
Temple Park
As I mentioned, one of our fundamental practices is to constantly reinvest in our park system.
Neighborhood parks can be particularly challenging to fund since they are typically located in
geographic areas that do not allow them to be funded by our Tax Increment Financing District.
The benefits of stabilizing and encouraging investment in neighborhoods makes it essential that
we continue to prioritize funds for these improvements. Mary Gibbard Park which opened in 2019
is a perfect example of the impacts that can be made by investing in our neighborhood parks.
Following our completion of Twin Branch Park, our next neighborhood park that will receive some
long overdue improvements is Temple Park. We currently budget $250,000 a year for
neighborhood park improvements. In 2021, the dilapidated restroom building will be replaced with
a prefabricated concrete structure identical to what was placed in Twin Branch Park. We have
discovered that structures made of reinforced concrete slabs are the best way to economically
replace our neighborhood restroom buildings over time. We are also currently working through a
property ownership issue. Over 50 years ago when the park was last improved a lease was created
between the City and Twin City Baptist Church for a portion of the space being used for the park.
The legal description on that lease was incorrect. After we resolve this issue, our next step will be
to send out notices to the neighborhood to ask for feedback to create a new master plan for the
park. Regardless of the improvements that are ultimately made, we know that over the next two
years, Temple Park will go from being outdated to a neighborhood gem!
Protecting the Neighborhoods – Code Enforcement
In order to protect property values, the City continues to stay on top of problem conditions and
properties. Mishawaka has always been known for its clean and well-kept neighborhoods, and
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neighborhood stability remains a top priority. It is well known that vacant or blighted structures
can become a haven for criminal activity and other undesirable issues. Code Enforcement’s quick
and remedial action taken on a daily basis for these types of problem conditions and properties
helps to prevent the deterioration of neighborhoods.
Code not only works to address blighted properties, but also addresses tall grass, snow removal,
inoperable vehicles, trash, animal issues, and other general nuisance issues. Many neighborhoods
in cities across our region continue to deteriorate while Mishawaka’s neighborhoods continue to
thrive. This can be attributed not only to the hard work, diligence, and dedication exhibited by the
staff in Code, but also to the great relationship Code maintains with homeowners, property
managers and businesses in Mishawaka.
Overall totals for 2020 were down compared to 2019 due to the challenging year that COVID-19
brought to our Code Team. Compliance was also more difficult to achieve in 2020, which
increased the number of follow-ups and increased the amount spent on mowing, removals and
board-ups. Approximately 3,500 nuisance cases were opened in 2020. Code also opened 352
substandard cases and conducted approximately 2,100 follow-ups. Code successfully resolved and
closed 250 substandard cases, which included 73 of our Top 100 Program. One of the silver linings
of the COVID-19 pandemic is that many of our residents turned their attention to improving the
exterior of their homes and garages.
Public Infrastructure Projects
As a city, we have roads, sewer, water, storm water and a lot of other infrastructure, some of which
is over 100 years old. This means we must constantly maintain, improve, and expand that
infrastructure. Our Engineering Department does a masterful job of organizing our design
consultants and contractors to make sure that we spend money wisely on capital improvements
and that they are designed and built with the future in mind.
In 2020, projects under construction were funded with Wastewater bond revenues, Tax Increment
Financing (TIF), Cumulative Sewer, Community Crossings Matching Grant (CCMG) Program,
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG), Motor Vehicle Highway, Local Road and Street,
Sewer Maintenance, and INDOT/FHWA funds. Construction completed in 2020 totaled
approximately 9.9 million dollars.
Some of the significant projects worked on in 2020 included:
East Race Improvements, Phase I
Mishawaka takes pride in its ability to partner with developers and this year, that focus continues
to facilitate the revitalization of our downtown central business district. Specifically, the island
east of Main Street between the St. Joseph River and the River Race formerly used as the Uniroyal
power plant and coal yard has drawn the interest of a hotel and conference developer. In order to
prepare the previously industrialized land for redevelopment, the City entered into a development
agreement committing to utility improvements, raceway reconstruction, and modified street
configurations.
In early 2020 the first phase was designed and bid in the fall. Water, sanitary sewer, storm sewer,
and gas utilities are being extended to the island and the work includes reconfiguring the race to
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create additional land for development. The
challenge is to balance the existing water features
west of Main Street with the need for land. We are
enclosing a portion of the raceway underground
via 60-inch carrier pipe to continue to supply
Beutter Park with ample racewater for the falls and
are constructing a control structure at the new
headworks location 520 feet east of Main Street.
This project is expected to be completed in early
2021 with an estimated City investment of two
million dollars. Future phases, including parking,
a water feature, and Riverwalk improvements, will
progress as details of future private development
are worked out.

East Race Improvements – Phase I

Community Crossings Matching Grant
The City was awarded a $427,150 matching grant from the State’s Community Crossings Match
Grant program in the second project call of 2019, which the City utilized during the 2020
construction season. The funding was specifically for repair of concrete curb and patch, mill, and
overlay of Grape Road from Indian Ridge Boulevard to State Road 23/Cleveland Road and
University Drive from Grape Road to Main Street. Damaged curb was replaced and inlets repaired.
New pavement markings were installed. This project was completed in 2020 with a City
investment of $500,000 for total project cost of $927,150. As part of the City’s on-going efforts to
retrofit sidewalks into our commercial areas, a new sidewalk was also installed along the south
side of University Drive between Grape Road and Main Street, and a pedestrian crossing was
installed at Grape Road and University Drive. New pedestrian signals were installed at the
intersections of Grape Road and University Drive and Main Street and University Drive. These
pedestrian improvements were funded by TIF with a total City investment of $530,000.
Community Crossings 2021
In October 2020, the City was awarded a $383,465 Community Crossings Matching Grant to be
utilized in the 2021 construction season. These funds are specifically for repaving of three sections
of Main Street (from Indian Ridge Boulevard south for 700
feet, Edison Road to Day Road, and Leyte Avenue to
Ardennes Avenue) and Day Road, Edison Road, and
Catalpa Drive from Grape Road to Main Street.
Summer Street Paving Program
The City’s pavement rating system was updated in 2020,
which is used in prioritizing street repairs. This system was
required to be updated in order to be eligible for the
Community Crossings Matching Grant program. Due to
COVID-19, the Summer Street Paving Program was
reduced due to the uncertainty of funding distributions.
The Engineering Department was able to coordinate 7,600
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University Drive Sidewalk

linear feet of street milling and resurfacing of various streets. The City’s investment totaled
$280,000. The 2020 Alley Paving Program surfaced five locations totaling 1,290 linear feet of
alleys for an investment of $55,000. In addition, the City invested an additional $83,000 on curb
and sidewalk improvements.
Curb and Sidewalk – Community Development Block Grant
The Department of Redevelopment received a 2020
Federal Grant for curb and sidewalk improvements for
increasing ADA compliance citywide and within the low
to moderate income census tracts. With these funds, a
project was bid as performance (design/build) to replace
5,690 linear feet of curb and non-compliant sidewalk to
meet the current ADA standards and install new handicap
ramps. The improvement areas included Campbell Street
between Third Street and Fourth Street and Third Street
between Merrifield Avenue and Laurel Street for a total
investment of $304,000 of CDBG funds, which was
about a third of the total project costs. In addition to the
curb and sidewalk installations for Third Street, the
Water Department replaced water service lines, the
Wastewater contractor installed storm sewer and replaced
sanitary sewer laterals, and the Summer Street Paving
Program replaced the street.

Third Street Improvements

Wastewater Long-Term Control Plan (LTCP)
As I have reported in previous State of the City reports, the single greatest issue facing the City
is the renegotiation and implementation of a new long-term control plan that addresses the
ongoing separation of our combined sewers.
Ultimately, our plan has to work for both our ratepayers and the environment. Like many other
Indiana communities, Mishawaka was developed with a combined sewer system. During large
storms our sewer system, which carries both sewage and storm water, can become overloaded
resulting in discharges of raw sewage into the St. Joseph River. The Clean Water Act requires
cities with combined sewer systems to develop long-term control plans to reduce or eliminate
discharges of combined sewage. Mishawaka entered into a federal consent decree in May of 2014.
Over the last 30 years, Mishawaka has reduced its combined sewer overflows from 314 million
gallons to 4.1 million gallons in a typical year. This is a 98.7% reduction in CSO volume from the
baseline year of 1990 and represents capture and treatment of 99.54% of wet weather flow.
Studies have shown that increasing the percent capture would result in no measurable
improvement in river water quality. Consequently, the cost to capture the last 0.46% of overflow
which is currently estimated at over 160 million dollars can simply not be justified. A rate
increase of that magnitude would be financially crippling relative to the modest means of many of
our citizens which are already at a high rate of burden!
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Mishawaka continues to be engaged in ongoing discussions with the EPA, the State of Indiana,
and the Department of Justice to modify our consent decree and negotiate an affordable, justifiable
endpoint that will protect the environment while not oppressively burdening the citizens of
Mishawaka. In response to comments from the Agencies in November 2020, the City and its
consultants prepared an updated alternatives analysis that looked at projects and costs required to
go to fewer than our current 15 CSOs annually.
Specifically, the City evaluated 9, 7, 4, 2, and 0 overflows. Concurrently, the City updated its
Financial Capability Analysis that measures the ability of the City and its ratepayers to reasonably
afford more spending on CSO controls. This analysis confirmed that the City and ratepayers are
experiencing a “High Burden” at the existing 15 overflows per typical year level of control which
would only increase with each additional reduction in the number of overflows. The regulatory
agencies have indicated that our current 15 overflows annually are unacceptable, even though we
are already at high financial burden. The City’s latest proposal to the Agencies recommends a 9overflow level of control.

By the numbers, our impressive reduction in CSO volume already places Mishawaka well ahead
of most Indiana CSO communities. Although each community is judged based on their own unique
circumstances, I think it is important to benchmark Mishawaka. In comparison, our neighboring
cities current approved consent decrees allows Elkhart total annual discharge of 44.9 million
gallons, and South Bend total annual discharge of 47.55 million gallons. In comparison, our current
4.1 million gallons of overflow in a typical year is less than one-tenth of our neighbors approved
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discharges. In fact, South Bend is also currently renegotiating because of the severe impact
meeting their current LTCP requirements will have on their rates, even with legally being able to
discharge over 10 times what Mishawaka currently does.
In parallel to our renegotiation, I have also directed that the City continue in good faith to move
forward on LTCP projects that do not require the deep storage and conveyance tunnel.
As I indicated previously, Mishawaka’s current refined plan concentrates more on reconstruction
and separation rather than storage: “The Sewer Separation and Neighborhood Revitalization
Plan”. This effort continued in 2020.
Although we are still in renegotiation and need to honor that process, the point of this revised plan
is to concentrate on more sustainable neighborhood improvements as part of a long-term solution
that provides for continual improvements and reductions in combined sewer overflow volumes.
This emphasis just mimics some of our already implemented phases of the Long-Term Control
Plan. In previous years, the City removed entire streets in certain areas to install separate sanitary
and storm lines. As part of that removal and replacement, lead water services were replaced, and
the neighborhood ended up with brand new streets and sidewalks. From a river water quality
perspective, separation better ensures a long-term reduction in Combined Sewer Overflows
because it helps remove the unpredictable nature of storms and ice melt from the sanitary system.
The downside is that this process is extremely expensive and only a block or two can be done in
any given year with our current utility rates. This means that even if we are able to fully implement
this plan, getting to zero overflows would not occur in our lifetime, but with an ongoing yearly
commitment, we would eventually get there with a much more sustainable system.
My ultimate goal is to save the City and our ratepayers many millions of dollars and to still improve
our wastewater collection and treatment system and our protection of the environment in practical,
meaningful ways.
We have developed a great negotiation strategy with our team of experts. We are reasonably
optimistic that some good ol’ Princess City common sense will prevail. Negotiations will continue
into 2021, but we are hopeful that they could reach a conclusion before year’s end.
Crawford Park Connector Sewer
In 2020 the City made some large strides in these continued sewer separation improvements
including major improvements in and around Crawford Park.
Construction commenced in October 2019 starting with the relocation of combined sewer overflow
and the construction of two new concrete diversion structures. The construction continued into
2020 with the installation of new 30-inch and 72-inch sewer, and the replacement and rerouting of
approximately 600 feet of existing 48-inch sewer within Crawford Park. Despite some delays due
to pipe availability associated with the impacts of the pandemic, over 600 feet of new 18-inch force
main was installed for future use. The project is tentatively scheduled to be completed in spring
2021. The estimated total City investment in this project is 4 million dollars.
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Crawford Park Connector Sewer – New Overflow Structure

Linden Area Separation
The Linden Area Sewer Separation Project consists of many parts with multiple phases being
completed each year since its inception in 2016. In 2020 construction on new phases began with
separating flows on Fourth Street from Mason Street to Byrkit Avenue. This phase also continued
the sanitary sewer south including boring under the Norfolk Southern railroad tracks. The crossing
under the tracks and pipe south of the tracks remains to be completed in 2021 based on
environmental issues on adjacent properties
which prevented dewatering operations
without a detailed operations plan being
approved by multiple entities. The project
separates flow and improves Sixth Street,
Bradford Court, and Fifth Street south of the
railroad tracks.
The Linden Improvements also included a
diversion chamber at Linden and Indiana
Linden Division M ‐ Phase 1B –
Avenues to divert flow away from Crawford
Indiana Avenue and Linden Avenue
Park to help prevent overflows in the park
area, an element that was designed in concert with the Crawford Park improvements. The
construction at Linden and Indiana Avenues was completed in late fall 2020. The remainder of the
construction is planned for 2021. Over the past four years the City has invested 10.3 million dollars
in this project.
Helen Avenue, Delorenzi Avenue, Fourth Street, and Third Street
This project was initiated in fall 2020 and is intended to address storm drainage issues that have
historically impacted Helen Avenue and Delorenzi Avenue at the intersections of Third Street as
well as provide combined sewer separation, which is also a component of the Linden Area
separation. Improvements will include new storm sewers, curbs, and sidewalks as well as
reconstructed streets, replacement of water service lines, and replacement of sanitary sewer
laterals. Survey work was completed in 2020. Project design and the first phase of construction
are scheduled for 2021 with an anticipated City investment of $2.4 million.
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West Street Sewer System Improvements Phase III
This project is a continuation of the phased storm sewer and infrastructure improvements of the
West Street Master Plan which are part of the City’s Sewer Separation and Neighborhood
Revitalization Plan.
This phase of the West Street project was designed in 2020 and will reduce wet weather flows in
our existing combined sewer system and includes West Street from Sixth Street to Seventh Street,
Wells Street from Fifth Street to Seventh Street, and Fifth Street and Sixth Street between West
Street and Wells Street. Improvements will include new storm sewer; roadway reconstruction
including curb, gutter, and sidewalk; water main replacement as necessary; cured-in-place pipe
rehabilitation of existing combined sewers; replacement of water service lines and sanitary lateral
services; and intersection improvements at Spring Street and Sixth Street including upgrading of
curb ramps. Hardscape beautification consisting of curb extension bump outs at intersections,
stamped concrete with adjacent ADA-compliant walkways, decorative lighting, and underground
utilities will be incorporated along West Street to enhance the corridor for aesthetics and safety.
Construction is scheduled to begin in spring 2021 with an anticipated City investment of $2.4
million.
Long Range Federal Transportation Local Aid Projects
Twelfth Street, Phase III (Dodge Avenue to Campbell Street)
Federal Aid projects are usually large-scale projects that usually take many years to implement.
Phase III of our 12th Street widening project was selected in 2018 as a viable project to receive
future federal aid funding. The project engineering commenced in summer 2018 with survey work,
and design was well underway throughout 2019 and 2020. The project will include a widened
Twelfth Street from its present two lanes to three lanes. This expansion includes a continuous
center left turn lane; new storm sewer, including an underground drainage basin proposed at the
southwest corner of Twelfth Street and Dodge Avenue; concrete curb and gutters; sidewalk; and
an eight-foot multi-use pathway.
Work that the public may notice during 2021 will be underground utility engineering to verify the
depth of existing underground utilities as well as traffic counts at the intersection of Twelfth Street
and Merrifield Avenue. The Federal Aid process also requires deliberate environmental study,
design, right of way acquisition, and utility coordination milestones that will span until bid letting
in July 2024 with the anticipated start of construction in 2025. The total investment for construction
is estimated to be 8 million dollars.
McKinley Avenue (Division Street to Elder Road)
McKinley Avenue between Division Street and Elder Road is the last section to be widened and
improved between Mishawaka and Elkhart. Similar to the Twelfth Street improvement projects,
this widening and reconstruction project will be completed in three phases. Environmental
documentation has been initiated for the entire corridor of the project, which was 80% complete
at the end of 2020. The corridor will be expanded to a five-lane section that includes a center left
turn lane, upgrades at the at-grade railroad crossing, traffic signal upgrades, new storm sewer,
replacement of sanitary sewer laterals and water service lines.
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Phase I, which extends from Division Street to Merrifield Avenue, was selected in December of
2020 to receive 80% funds matched to the City’s 20% funds for construction and construction
observation. The process also requires an environmental study, design, right of way acquisition,
and utility coordination milestones that will span until bid-letting that is programmed for fall 2027
with construction in 2028 and 2029.
Mishawaka Utilities Wastewater Division
One of the truly essential, mostly unseen, fundamental services of our city is provided by
Mishawaka Utilities Wastewater Division. Every day the Wastewater Division safeguards public
health and the water environment of the community. Mishawaka’s wastewater treatment plant has
an average design capacity of 20 million gallons per day (MGD) and a peak capacity of 42 MGD
and is one of the largest and most complex treatment facilities in the state. The treatment facility
operates 24 hours per day, 365 days a year. The twenty-five members of our staff have over 489
years of combined wastewater treatment experience. Seven members hold Indiana’s highest level
of professional operator certification. The Division laboratory analyses over 20,000 samples yearly
in order to provide process control information and to monitor for regulatory compliance. Annually
the Division treats over four billion gallons of water. Changing with the times, what was once
referred to as “Wastewater Treatment” will be referred to in the future as “Water Resource
Recovery”. This change focuses on the products and benefits of treatment rather than the waste
coming into facilities. With the ability to recover valuable resources from wastewater, such as
phosphorus, nitrogen, methane, and clean water, Mishawaka is proud to provide state of the art
water resource recovery.
Mishawaka Utilities Water Division
I continue to say that one of the fundamentals of a thriving community is represented by what our
citizens are able to take for granted. Due to the hard work of the Mishawaka Utilities Water
Division, a constantly available supply of clean water is on that list. In 2020, we pumped about a
billion gallons of water. Our employees worked 1,085 hours of overtime as we have people on call
24 hours a day, 7 days a week to monitor and repair distribution system and treatment facility
issues. Every day, 365 days a year, our Water Quality Staff collects samples, tests the samples and
adjusts the treatment plants accordingly to provide water that meets and exceeds the standards set
by the Environmental Protection Agency and the Indiana Department of Environmental
Management. In 2020 we conducted over 21,000 Water Quality tests, including over 800 bacteria
samples to ensure our drinking water supply is safe.
New Ireland Trail Reservoir
As reported in last year’s State of the City address, the City finished building our new two-milliongallon reservoir on Ireland Trail and that went on-line in late 2019. In 2020 we rehabilitated the
old three-million-gallon reservoir at the same site affectionately known as “Mabel’s” which is the
name of the caretaker who lived at the site. The project went extremely well. This 90-year-old tank
was in very good shape and needed minimal rehabilitation. It was thoroughly cleaned and
waterproofed, a new overflow was added, new hatches and roof vents were also installed. We also
put in baffles to channelize the water. This keeps dead spots from forming and causing water
quality issues. On January 11th, 2021, the rehabilitated 3-million-gallon tank went back in service
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and now is paired with our new two-million-gallon tank providing Mishawaka with five million
gallons of storage at the Ireland Road site.
New Lead and Copper Standards
The EPA just revised the rules and standards concerning lead and copper in 2020. While the new
rule was being finalized, the City completed our triennial testing. I am pleased to report that the
City had no samples above the Maximum Contaminant Level! With the crisis that happened in
Flint, Michigan, and other impacts that have occurred through natural disasters, new attention has
been focused on public water supply standards. As part of America’s Water Infrastructure Act, we
must certify to the EPA a new Risk and Resiliency Assessment and updated Emergency Response
Plan. We also have to complete an Asset Management Plan. Another new mandate is an
independent certified Water Audit every two years. Our citizens should have continued confidence
that Mishawaka’s water quality is higher and exceeds all required minimum standards. As even
stricter standards are put in place, I have every confidence in our Water Quality team to keep us in
compliance.
Mishawaka Utilities Electric Division
As we recently witnessed from the winter storm outages in Texas, our society is increasingly
dependent on continuously reliable electric power. Mishawaka Utilities Electric Division serves
over 28,043 customers and employs 43 people. We are members of the Indiana Municipal Electric
Association and the City’s apprenticeship program and lineworkers are recognized as a model
program, commonly finishing in the top ten in competitions nationally.
Reliable Power
There are many causes of power outages, including: storms, accidents that cause damage to poles
and wires, loss of transmission from energy providers, and equipment failure. I am pleased to
report that there were only 11 unplanned circuit outages in 2020 that impacted portions of the City.
The City had a low cumulative unplanned outage time of approximately 18 hours for the entire
year! The number of unplanned outages was 42% lower than the previous year (19 in 2019). Some
of the reasons Mishawaka has more reliable power than surrounding areas is that we take a
proactive role in trimming trees and replacing equipment and lines on a more regular basis.
Long Term Purchase Power
The City of Mishawaka does not produce power. To provide power to our customers we buy power
off of the wholesale grid from large producers. Following a competitive bid process, we entered
into a long-term ten-year agreement with Wolverine Power Cooperative. As expected, there were
no issues in 2020 when our power switched to Wolverine Power Cooperative from American
Electric Power. This ten-year agreement will allow the City to maintain the lowest residential
electric rates in the area. One significant benefit is that these savings have provided us the means
to perform our 12kv upgrades without needing to increase electric rates. Although our power
purchase rate is locked in for ten years, there are factors that can increase rates that are outside of
the City’s control. Primarily, power transmission costs that are passed on to all consumers. As
improvements are mandated to improve or update the electric transmission grid, these costs are
passed on to all electric customers including Mishawaka.
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12-Kilovolt Upgrades
In 2020, Mishawaka Utilities Electric Division continued to move forward with the process of
designing/upgrading our existing outdated 4-kilovolt (kv) system to an all new 12kv system. These
improvements are necessary because of the outdated 4kv system where even replacement parts are
getting harder to find. These upgrades will allow us to provide more reliable power and keep up
with today’s ever-increasing electrical demands. In 2020, we started construction on the Union
Substation which is east of, and adjacent to, the City’s Central Services Facility. This is the first
of eight substations to be upgraded, with the others to follow over the years to come.
Coming in 2021 and Beyond: “A New Beginning”
As I indicated, my theme for this year’s address is “A New Beginning”.
It is 2021, and we have COVID vaccines that are actively being distributed. As the year progresses
there will be a renewed sense of normalcy as we start moving beyond the pandemic. That in and
of itself is a very welcome “New Beginning”. Things we took for granted like opening our
Merrifield Pool, summer fireworks, and in-person tailgating at home Notre Dame football games
are a few of the activities that should be able to occur again in 2021 that will feel like a “New
Beginning”. All in-person school again in the fall of 2021 will be a huge “New Beginning” that I
am hopeful for.
Although COVID-19 has defined our recent history, the reason I chose “A New Beginning” as my
theme is not about moving on from the pandemic. This theme has to do with the future and the
positive trajectory of our City.
Specifically, we are undertaking a series of monumental projects in the next few years that will:






Help our economy recover from COVID-19 and provide work for the construction
industry.
Spark growth, bolster existing businesses, and promote reinvestment.
Provide essential infrastructure that will serve future generations.
Deliver a new home for government services that will better serve our citizens.
Create quality of life projects that will continue to build value for our existing citizens
.and will continue to attract young professionals.

I am very optimistic about the Princess City’s future. At the end of this report, I think you will be
as well.
Recovering From COVID-19: Proposed Stimulus Bond Issue
As I mentioned earlier, as part of the recovery for Mishawaka, we are proposing a stimulus bond
through the City’s consolidated Tax Increment Financing District (TIF). Keeping the construction
trades active will not only help them, but the activity will have a significant compounding effect
on our overall economy. The suppliers, local restaurants, and service businesses will all see
immediate and tangible benefits from this activity.
This impactful spending makes sense because of the slow down associated with the pandemic and
the historically low cost of borrowing that exists right now. The City is proposing to undertake this
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stimulus bond issue to pursue 45 million dollars’ worth of construction activity over the next two
years. Although there is always a cost of borrowing, we believe the additional cost will be made
up when you consider the inflationary costs of construction over time if we were to wait to
assemble the cash to pay for these same projects.
Choosing projects to move forward as part of the stimulus was not hard. We are proposing to
accelerate projects that have been in our capital improvement plans for years but have been waiting
for us to assemble the cash to pay for them consistent with our past conservative practices.
Although this 45-million-dollar bond issue may be small in comparison to our regional economy,
if approved it will largest TIF bond ever issued by the City. Because of our conservative approach,
we also have the ability to reduce the length of the bond payback to under 15 years. Even with a
shorter payback, because of the financial health of the district, the City still has additional bonding
capacity should future projects require reprioritizing funds. For reference, it is more typical for
communities to plan to payback bonds over a 20- or 25-year period. It is also important to note
that because this is a bond being paid for from an existing revenue stream, this bond will not impact
the City’s tax rate nor increase property taxes as a result of the issuance.
The following projects are being considered for inclusion in the stimulus:
Stimulus Bond Issue - Proposed Projects
Crawford Park Niles Avenue
Cedar Street - Mishawaka to Madison
Ironworks Plaza @ Beutter Phase 3 Café / Rink / Event
Battell Veterans Walk
Normain Park Master Plan/Restroom Replacement
Ironworks Plaza Sculptures, 4 Total
Crawford Park Phase 1
Riverwalk Restoration project, bank armoring
West Street Connector
Fire Station #2 Design and Construction
Cedar St. Motor Pool Reclamation / Infrastructure
Total Stimulus Bond Issue (No Contingency)

1,993,000
2,141,700
20,500,000
2,000,000
250,000
330,000
2,200,000
2,400,000
770,000
7,600,000
4,000,000
44,184,700

Sparking Growth and Reinvestment
As we discussed with the Council in a special meeting earlier this year, economic development in
the City has evolved. Our geographic location in the center of our metropolitan area combined
with the high price and limited availability of land is dictating how we grow and develop.
Mishawaka was once looked upon as primarily as the retail hub of the region. In the last few
decades, we have grown beyond that and have become a regional center for business services and
medical care. In the next few years, we hope to add being a destination for youth sports.
Klipsch-Card: Mishawaka Fieldhouse
In 2018 the City responded to a request for proposals/interest (RFI) that was put out by Visit South
Bend Mishawaka regarding the creation of a potential indoor regional sports facility. Visit South
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Bend Mishawaka is responsible for growing and promoting tourism in St. Joseph County.
Specifically, they were interested in identifying potential users, locations, and developers that
would be interested in hosting a facility, with the very specific goal of driving room night stays in
hotels and local spending from those outside of the community. Youth sports was actually one of
the bright spots in local tourism during the pandemic.
As part of the RFI, Mishawaka submitted the property that was previously purchased for the
reconfiguration of three holes of the Juday Creek Golf Course for consideration. Of the sites that
were submitted, the consultants who had performed the feasibility study liked the Mishawaka site
the best. At the same time, Klipsch-Card, who is an operator and developer of these facilities,
identified interest in being the operator and developer for the proposed Mishawaka location.
Klipsch-Card has multiple indoor sports facilities like this across the state, including the Indiana
Pacer’s training facility in Noblesville, Indiana.
At the same time, the State Legislature adopted a measure that required 0.5% of the 6% innkeeper’s
tax in St. Joseph County be allocated to support the Mishawaka project. Early in 2021, as part of
a request to move the innkeeper’s tax from 6% to 8% to fund more tourism, the Mishawaka portion
has been proposed to increase to a full 1.0%.

Klipsch‐Card Site Plan for the proposed “Mishawaka Fieldhouse”
off of Veterans Parkway North of Juday Creek
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Right now, the City is working with both Klipsch-Card and Visit South Bend Mishawaka to move
this project forward. As currently envisioned, the project would include a close to 350,000 square
foot building that would house eight multipurpose courts, two turf fields, and two sheets of ice. In
addition, four outside fields are envisioned that could be used for both baseball and soccer.
The developer is currently completing a financial study identifying the funding gap that exists
between what can be funded through revenue from the facility versus what would be required to
come from the innkeeper’s tax. What is important to the City of Mishawaka is the tens of thousands
of visitors that will be coming from outside the area that will be a significant benefit to the many
hotels, businesses, and restaurants of Mishawaka. This project once completed will further
diversify the economy of the City. As segments such as retail continue to change, there will be a
significant increase in demand that will maintain Mishawaka as a regional center for business
services, medical care, and so much more.
Mill at Ironworks Plaza Phase 2
Downtown Mishawaka’s image and desirability changed dramatically for the better when Flaherty
& Collins completed the Mill at Ironworks Plaza mixed use development. I am pleased now to be
able to report one of our next “New Beginnings”. Although we are at the very preliminary stages,
Flaherty and Collins has just submitted an application to the Indiana Economic Development
Corporation (IEDC) for over eight million dollars in Industrial Recovery Tax Credit funds. If they
are successful, the City would seek to partner with Flaherty and Collins to build an additional 215unit mixed-use luxury apartment complex at the former Uniroyal site located in downtown
Mishawaka. Specifically, the proposed site is the open field west of Hill Street located between
the Riverwalk and Front Street.

Conceptual Site Plan‐ Mill at Ironworks Plaza‐ Phase 2
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Because of the significant expenses associated with building parking garages and providing higher
density development, even with these potential funds from the State, the project would still need
significant assistance from the City to become a reality, just like Phase 1. If it moves forward, the
project will take multiple years to become a reality. The estimated total project cost is 48 million
dollars.
So why is this project so important? As you know, the ability to attract and maintain quality talent
within our state is invaluable in advancing the economic climate of our communities. Quality of
life is one of the main factors young professionals consider when choosing where to start their
careers. The proposed mixed-use building will certainly serve as an attraction for those considering
making the City of Mishawaka their new home.

Conceptual Perspective Rendering – Mill at Ironworks Plaza, Phase 2

Perspective Rendering – Mill at Ironworks Plaza, Phase 2 – Hill and Front Street looking northwest
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This isn’t just hearsay. Flaherty and Collins shared some of the demographics of the tenants that
have moved into Phase 1 of the Mill. 85% of the tenants came from areas other than Mishawaka.
33% came from out of state. The average age of tenants is 33 years old. The average household
income is in excess of $120,000 per year. Essentially, people who can choose to live anywhere are
choosing to live in downtown Mishawaka!
Essential Infrastructure
Building and rebuilding infrastructure is required to sustainably grow at a slow and steady pace,
adapt to changes in society, and is needed just to maintain services and improve our quality of life.
I am pleased to be able to report on some of the upcoming impactful projects which include:
Cedar Street from Mishawaka Avenue to Edgewater Drive
This Cedar Street project from Edgewater Drive to Mishawaka Avenue will include separation of
the sanitary and storm sewer; reconstruction of the street, curb, and sidewalk; replacement of
sanitary sewer laterals and water services; installation of digital solar speed signs; installation of
decorative street lighting; and relocation of all aerial utilities to underground. We have just
completed the bidding of this project and construction will begin in the spring of 2021.
Niles Avenue Reconstruction/Crawford Park
At our neighborhood public meeting in fall 2019 regarding future Crawford Park improvements,
we received a resounding request for better on-street parking for Niles Avenue to serve the park
and neighborhood. The Niles Avenue Reconstruction project was designed in summer 2020. The
project includes pavement replacement of Niles Avenue between Mishawaka Avenue and
Homewood Avenue, new storm sewer and water main, sanitary and water lateral replacement,
sidewalk, concrete curb, and raised pedestrian crossings at intersections. The project will improve
pedestrian access with the construction of an eight-foot-wide pathway on the west side of Niles
Avenue. On-street parking improvements will include the construction of designated parking lanes
on both sides of Niles Avenue as well as a parking lane intended for buses on the north side of
Joseph Street. Project construction will begin in spring 2021 with scheduled completion in fall
2021.
As part of our proposed stimulus bond issue, we are also hoping to accelerate the construction of
improvements planned within Crawford Park. Phase one of the park improvements would include
installing new restrooms north of and across the street from Shiojiri Niwa Japanese Garden. The
existing splashpad will also be replaced with a themed water feature and play area along with a
small pavilion. If the bond issue is approved, this phase will begin construction in 2022.
Juday Creek Wellfield, University Park Pressure District
With the help of the Mishawaka Common Council, the City approved a rate structure in 2020 to
fund multiple water improvements to serve northern Mishawaka. Knowing when it is time to invest
in infrastructure, particularly in areas that are growing is critical to our continued success. At the
time of this report, our projects were just being bid. The water treatment facility will be the first
building project to occur off of the recently completed Veterans Parkway. This is a legacy project
that we expect will provide clean and safe water for the City for generations to come. Once
completed, this new wellfield will be able to supply an additional 8.2 million gallons a day, with
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room for expansion to supply up to 12.5 million gallons of water per day. The new wellfield will
be able to keep up with the new growth in the University Park Pressure District and will be able to
supply other areas of the city as needed and as our water demands continue to increase.
Our consultant, DLZ, has done a masterful job of aesthetically fitting a utility building into what
will likely be a higher density modern corporate park along Douglas Road. The proposed building
design is both contemporary and rural to fit in without being overly embellished.

Rendering of the new Juday Creek Water Treatment Facility

Concurrent with the development of the wellfield, a new 1.5-million-gallon elevated tank will also
be constructed at the site of the current Gumwood wellfield. This tank will increase storage and
pressure in the University Park pressure district and will replace the tank located adjacent to the
Toll Road east of Grape Road. Construction of both of these projects will begin this spring. It will
take between eighteen months and two years to complete.
Government Services
Providing public services is our business. It has been one of my goals as Mayor to make sure that
all of our facilities are brought up to date so that our services can be delivered both economically
and efficiently. We have a few very impactful projects coming up in the next few years that I am
pleased to report on:
Fire Station #2
In 2020, the City continued with our long-term plans to replace Fire Station #2 currently located
on Main Street, north of McKinley, with a new state of the art station. We continue to work with
the School City of Mishawaka to acquire the vacant property located south of Liberty School, on
the north side of McKinley, for this new replacement facility. In 2020, the City platted the property
creating a new parcel that can be conveyed to the City. As part of the plat, we also created the
access and utility easements necessary for the project. The Master Plan completed by Abonmarche
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consultants provides for a new drive connection from McKinley that will serve both the Fire
Station and Liberty School that will help ease the use of Pregel drive which is the residential street
that currently provides the sole access to the school.
This is one of the projects that is included in the proposed stimulus bond. If the bond is approved,
the City will start working with consultants that would allow construction to start in 2022 instead
of waiting 5-10 years to assemble funds.

Abonmarche perspective of new Fire Station #2 located south of Liberty School

The New Mishawaka City Hall
From a local government perspective, there is no better symbolic project that provides for “A New
Beginning” than the new Mishawaka City Hall.
As I reported last year, in 2019 the City was able to catch the ball that was thrown at us by insurance
giant Liberty Mutual. Liberty Mutual contacted the City after announcing the closure of their large
call center facility located in downtown Mishawaka at 100 Lincolnway West. This led ultimately
to the City’s purchase of their building and adjacent properties.
The issue that drove the City’s purchase of the building is that the City currently has three buildings
that need significant work or replacement in the coming years, including City Hall, the Mishawaka
Utilities Business Office, and the Police Department. All three buildings will be replaced by our
remodel of the former Liberty Mutual Building.
Our basic goals were as follows:




Facilities needed to better serve the public!
The project had to be consistent with our downtown redevelopment efforts.
We had to bring the City up to date regarding technology.
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The project had to provide for some flexibility to allow for growth and changes over
time, creating a long-term solution.
We had to be as efficient as possible on expenditures.

We know the proposed location at Main Street and Lincolnway West will better serve the public
because of its central location. The building is directly across the street from the County Services
building and a block away from the public library in the heart of our historic downtown. Once
completed the project will also open up over a hundred formerly private parking spaces for public
use which is becoming more critical as we redevelop and bring new events and activities
downtown.
As part of the agreement with the City Council, the Administration agreed to list the building for
sale once it was acquired in 2020 on the chance that there was a large user that might be interested
in the building that would bring a significant amount of investment and jobs to the City. The City
listed the building with NAI Cressy for what had been its assessed value. After listing the building
from February through May of 2020, there were no serious inquiries. At that time, the City took
the building off the market and continued full speed on developing construction plans for the
renovation.
In 2020, we worked with Alliance Architects and a talented group of consultants to create
construction plans for the renovation. Given the size and complexity of the project, the plans were
just completed in February of 2021. Also, in 2020, following an open request for proposal process,
the City hired Weigand Construction to be the Construction Manager as Constructor (CMc) for
the project. The City Council also approved a bond issue for the Mishawaka Utilities Electric
Division which included a significant amount of funding for the City Hall project as part of the
planned replacement of the Mishawaka Utilities Business office in the new building.
Construction will begin in spring of 2021 and the newly renovated building, once completed in
2022, will not only improve our delivery of services, but it will also dramatically modernize and
improve the image of downtown Mishawaka. By having this facility in the heart of downtown, it
should also increase activity that will benefit existing businesses and foster additional
redevelopment.
I am pleased to share with you the concept architectural images prepared by Alliance Architects
of what the structure will look like when the renovation takes place.
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Image of the proposed first floor entry looking from the intersection of Mill Street and Lincolnway

Image of the Mishawaka Utilities Storefront to be located on Main Street north of Lincolnway
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Interior image of the proposed Common Council Chambers

Image of the lobby/waiting area at Mishawaka Utilities Business Office

Quality of Life Projects
Mishawaka Riverwalk
The Mishawaka Riverwalk continues to be the cornerstone for many of the City’s redevelopment
efforts. It connects neighborhoods and parks by taking advantage of the City’s greatest natural
resource, the St. Joseph River. The Mishawaka Riverwalk also adds value to existing homes and
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neighborhoods and will undoubtedly be a source of pride for Mishawaka’s citizens for generations
to come.
Riverwalk – Race Street to Cedar Street Bridge
The next phase of the Mishawaka Riverwalk is coming closer to completion. The City plans on
extending the walk between Race Street and Cedar Street on the south side of the river. This is a
challenging section because of the homes and businesses where the Riverwalk is essentially
located in their back yards. In 2018, the City began negotiating with property owners for the
acquisition of the river frontage.
Over the course of 2020, the City was able to obtain three additional properties required for this
connection. Acquisition of the additional two properties remaining is in process and is expected to
be completed in the first half of 2021. Construction of this phase could begin as soon as the fall of
2021. Once completed, along with the planned Cedar Street Bridge widening, the Riverwalk will
traverse both sides of the river between Logan Street and Cedar Street!

Proposed Riverwalk Extension ‐ Race Street to Cedar Street

Cedar Street Bridge Widening
The City, with the permission of St. Joseph County who owns and maintains the Cedar Street
Bridge, is working with our engineering consultant DLZ of Indiana on plans to widen this bridge
over the St. Joseph River. The bridge widening will allow for the expansion of the Riverwalk
across Cedar Street and will serve as a connection between the Riverwalk on the north side of the
river with the proposed Riverwalk along the south side of the river.
In addition to the widening, the work on the bridge will include replacement of the bridge rails.
The bridge lighting will be replaced with special ornamental lighting that will turn the bridge from
the mundane to something truly unique and a landmark for future generations. The construction
portion of the bridge widening was selected to be a Federal Aid project where 80% will be funded
with federal funds. Currently bidding for construction is scheduled for October 2023 with an
estimated total construction cost of $5.4 million.
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Bridge lighting options prepared by the City’s lighting designer Schuler Shook

Ironworks Plaza / Beutter Park ICE Building
Beutter Park is already the City of Mishawaka’s signature urban park with the beauty of sculptures,
30,000 plants, and cascading waterfalls in the re-established mill race of the factories that once
stood here. It is the past home to the summer concert series and is the centerpiece of the City’s
park system located along the Mishawaka Riverwalk, a multi-use path that connects thousands of
homes and seven City parks.
For almost two decades of marketing downtown Mishawaka for redevelopment, one of the
concerns that has been routinely brought up has been the apparent minimal activities that are
available in winter. This is viewed as a negative, not only for Mishawaka’s downtown, but for the
region as a whole. We routinely hear that the one thing we cannot change is the weather. One thing
we can change is our collective attitude toward the weather and its impact on how livable our
region can be.
As the signature project included in the proposed stimulus bond issue, we believe that the
Ironworks Plaza improvements and ICE building, will turn Beutter Park into a year-round
attraction and will become one of the signature “things” do in the South Bend/Elkhart region.
The project as currently envisioned includes a variety of components:
Skating Path / Winter Activity Area
One of the challenges in this region is embracing outdoor winter activities. The Skating Path /
Winter Activity Area not only provides an activity, but in connecting it to the signature café, the
close location of other restaurants, the downtown, and the Riverwalk, the amenity has the ability
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to attract people even if they are not directly participating by skating. We love Elkhart’s NIBCO
park, and wanted to use a similar theme but place it in an environment where diverse downtown
uses add to the attraction. We are looking at this as Mishawaka’s scaled down version of
Rockefeller Center. The urban setting, the café, the art, the immediately adjacent housing, the
Riverwalk, and restaurants all contribute to the activity. The building required a thoughtful design
containing three distinct uses: a café, the rink functions, and an event center. The rink portion of
the building will have lockers, a warming area, skate rental, and room for maintenance,
mechanicals, and Zamboni storage. This proposed rink facility is intended to replace the City’s
current rink in Merrifield Park which is at the end of its useful life.

Arkos Design rendering of the proposed Ironworks Café

Signature Café
One of the elements that separates the proposed Beutter Park improvements from other park
venues is the type of café envisioned. Although the café building will be owned by the City, the
space is intended to be leased to a private entity, likely at a below market rate in order to incentivize
providing the desired unique eatery/coffee house/dessert/evening drink destination. A modern
décor of glass, steel and wood with stone accents is envisioned. The café will have its own outdoor
seating area and will contain an indoor/outdoor fireplace contributing to the winter ambiance and
activities.
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Arkos Design rendering of the inside of the proposed Café Space

Arkos Design rendering of the ICE Building event space

Event/Banquet Space
The Event/Banquet space was proposed as a second floor to the mechanical space of the ice rink
mechanical areas. It was added to both take advantage of the geographically prominent position of
the building adjacent to the river and our cable-stayed bridge, as well as to fulfill a need for event
space that has been identified by the City’s Parks Department. Compared to other venues in our
park system, this will be a “high end” event space available for rental. This event space will also
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provide perhaps the best view of the St. Joseph River and Beutter Park in the city. The
Event/Banquet space will have a maximum seating capacity of 120. It includes a bar, rooftop patio,
and a warming kitchen designed specifically for special gatherings.
Ironworks Plaza
The proposed plaza, set in the middle of Beutter Park off Ironworks Avenue is set up as a
pedestrian friendly open area with a modern pavilion/event tent area that in the summer will be
used for a variety of activities including registration for runs, outdoor performances, markets, and
even weddings. In the winter, the main portion of the plaza will be used for skating, and the small
stage will be used to display the official City Christmas tree. We are truly excited about the creation
of this signature event facility.
CONCLUSION
2020 was clearly not a typical year. While “hazardous duty” is what is expected when you sign up
for public service, there are times when we must go above and beyond in our day-to-day duties
and take on responsibilities that are not in any job description.
I personally want to thank each and every City employee and public official from the bottom of
my heart for your service, support, and friendship over this past year. Words can’t express how
honored and proud I am of each and every one of you. There are no greater people that I would
want to face these challenges with than you. I consider it a privilege to work shoulder-to-shoulder
with the finest public servants anywhere.
Although my summary highlighted some of our accomplishments and our “New Beginning”, I
would encourage everyone interested to read the full reports provided by each City Department
for a more complete perspective. Again, to save paper and printing costs, our State of the City
reports are only available online at the City’s website. Yearly, I am pleasantly surprised by what
our Departments are able to accomplish, and I think if you take the time to read them, you will be
as well.
Thank You
Personally, I want to thank all of Mishawaka for providing me the opportunity to continue to serve.
I am humbled by the trust that has been placed in me. My service as Mayor continues to be the
honor of my lifetime. I love Mishawaka and look at its citizens as part of an extended family.
Together, we will continue to work to make decisions today with an eye toward future generations.
I believe greatness continues to lie ahead of us! May God continue to bless you, our citizens, and
our great City of Mishawaka.
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